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WHO’S TO BLAME, FRLJIC?
AN AD HOC ESSAY
Bismi’lllâh
Summary: Political theatre, by its very prefix, implies a serious
spiritual and social engagement concerning all people. Therefore, it
must dictate to itself fairness towards the different/ly/thinking as a
high-civilizational acquisition. In such a context, even in situations of
the "divorce", art is not, nor may behave as a spoiled child, an "enfant
terrible" of Culture, latter being, even if invisible, always an outcome
of different and often conflicting forces. Hence comes all
reasonableness of the question, both realistic, and artistic: who is to
blame
for "OUR VIOLENCE & YOUR VIOLENCE"?!
To answer this question, artists should, first of all, become believers. If
they are not want to believe in a Single Indivisible Absolute God and in
His Prophets, may peace be upon them all! i.e., according to some, in
God incarnated in His Son, then they should "worship" an unwritten
agreement: on the collective owning of the planet Earth. And on
shared responsibility of the believer’ and unbeliever’ alike for her fate.
In order to understand the above "unity", there the artists who (just
like many politicians & military leaders) never to decide to learn how
to read the history of religions. Since they do not, it happens that in
their performances, a mahjûbah, i.e. according to the Islamic law a
clothed woman happens to be raped by Jesus, taken down from the
cross, who is, in fact, in her Islamic belief, one of the sinless God's
Prophets, on whom she invokes peace!
Because they don't, they fail to, for the persecution and raping Muslim
women, instead of Christian God rather accuse a phenomenologist
of the "Absolute Spirit", i.e. Hegel himself! Who bequeathed to Europe
and later (with Marx-reformed communists) to the rest of the Planet,
CAPITAL: she has to, piously, believe that he personally, and with him
his nation and entire European civilization & culture, is nothing but in
him realized Spirit. In political language saying, God & the stick to the
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rest of the World, all this being so ever since his German epiphany
until Judgment Day (if that one has at all to happen, for it looks like
already being well underway!).
Hegelian divine Eurocentric Absolute had to stretch from, for example,
somewhere there the planet Saturn (in the sign of whose beauty I was
born at the fascist start and communist end of 1945), up to Sarajevo
(the city of my birth), full of assassinations & wars, prepared for it by
that - European grounded - divine epiphany every a while. Therefore,
here I am, from the boards of that Stage, from Ferhadia (Mosque and
street), near the Cathedral, humbly sending message to Frljic, and the
bunch of human rights fighters hiding behind him:
- that, in this city, there are happily "veiled" followers of Islam (The
Submission to One God), and besides (God forgive them!) writers and
intellectuals pushed successfully by Communism & Democracy
and Saud-ized Sunnism & Iran-ized Shiism and by the artists’ egos
foamed as yeast, at the margin of the European & Balkan & Bosnian &
Sarajevan artistic one, likewise the life in general;
- that, as being such, they reveal a hidden hypocrisy of the plays of
the above established guilt;
- as to which all could, perhaps, possibly be Ok-ed, if only has Oliver,
from the Cross, with the task of harassing a Muslim woman, lowered
Hegel and/or Marx, instead of Jesus Christ a.s.!1
- and had not he, by abruptly taking off her head-covering, namely
hijaab2, stuffed into her head his own idea of a nuddy freedom!
But, alas, both yes and is not so (only in a reverse order)! If it were
not, reason is that two "virtuous absolutes", Hegel & Marx, inspired
philosophers, and consequently politicians..., artists and their
(according to some already deceased) art: to understand religion only
from papers! From handbooks, press, political and propagandistic
philosophical trash! Sending into exile of their conscience and arts
those who think, believe, and perform - differently.
CONFESSION
of a (God forbid!) covered Muslim woman, who is not raped nor by a
theater god, nor by his theater messenger, but by democratic, well
concrete, (theatrical too) prejudices:
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May on him be peace!
Hijaab, meaning a cover, is a general term for the style of clothing of
the female followers of Islam, implying covering head and body.
2
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- I admit right to diversity of writers, directors, theaters, actors...,
arts, as a necessary and magnificent expression of creativity of the
human soul;
- I do not admit right to artistic, political or any other "illuminating"
the pious with the fascistic high-handedness by the godless among
artists, as much not so among politicians and religious guards;
- I admit, approve, confess, express gratitude... for any form of free
opposition to different artistic opinions & inclinations, but not to
applauding, promoting and rewarding blasphemy;
- I admit that there are millions of those whose heads have not been
mahjubized3 any macho, nor interest, nor the bank account... but the
Creator. To Who, likewise to His Prophets and their followers, are
attributed evils because of which (now a bit Nato, now a bit Russia)
send their Hercules. And along with them armies of the warriors for
cleaning (the list) of the basic human rights (including God
and hijaab), in which aim theaters increasingly resemble the Augean
stables full of the same!
Is political theater a with-abrasion-inspired democratic Heracles, with
the mission to eliminate all religious dung from the "stables" of the
modern world is the question going beyond the dimensions of
mythology. Therefrom is notorious that - nor contracting authority of
the work, nor its executor, have made it without committing a crime.
The upper insinuation opens up yet another possibility: that even
(political) theater is but a dirty corral for the "holy flock" (of the artistic
sacred cows). Self/immunized against lie, ignorance, and/or hypocrisy,
and hence their exclusive right to clean Mankind from, to them
unbearable, stench of those from the herd of humanity, who choose to
rather follow Theo/logies than Mytho/logies.
In Sarajevo, on 10th of Muharram, 1438 / October 11, 2016.
On the most tragic day in the history of Islam, the day of marking
"Aashuurah", the 10th day of month Muharram, when eighteen closest
descendants of the Prophet, with Imam Hussein a.s., Muhammad's
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I shall leave this verb coined ad hoc as is was ad hoc written this
essay. I am almost willing to donate one of my books as a prize for the
most correct, and if them been more, the wittiest answer to the
question: what does the verb mahjubize mean?!
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s.a.w.a. grandson at their head, were executed in the vicinity of the
Iraqi city of Karbala. That by not other than by “the Muslim"; in latters'
fight for quite an earthly power, and even more earthly possession.
Then let us take a lesson!
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